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Abstract
Experiments have been carried out on the MAST and JET tokamaks intended to compare the
electrical resistivity of the plasma with theoretical formulations. The tests consist of obtaining
motional stark effect (MSE) measurements in MHD-free plasmas during plasma current ramp-up
(JET and MAST), ramp-down (MAST) and in stationary state (JET and MAST). Simulations of these
plasmas are then performed in which the current profile evolution is calculated according to the
poloidal field diffusion equation (PFDE) with classical or neoclassical resistivity. Synthetic MSE data
are produced in the simulations for direct comparison with the experimental data. It is found that the
toroidal current profile evolution modelled using neoclassical resistivity did not match the
experimental observations on either device during current ramp-up or ramp-down as concluded from
comparison of experimental and synthetic MSE profiles. In these phases, use of neoclassical
resistivity in the modelling systematically overestimates the rate of current profile evolution. During
the stationary state however, the modelled toroidal current profile matched experimental observations
to a high degree of accuracy on both devices using neoclassical resistivity. Whilst no solution to the
mismatch in the dynamic phases of the plasma is proposed, it is suggested that some physical process
other than MHD which is not captured by the simple diffusive model of current profile evolution is
responsible.

1. Introduction
The experimental investigation of the electrical resistivity of tokamak plasmas has been an ongoing
area of research amongst the worldwide community since the publication of the classical formulation
of plasma resistivity by Spitzer and Härm [1]. This formulation was later extended to correct the
classical expression for the effects of a poloidally non-uniform magnetic field strength in an
axisymmetric toroidal plasma, resulting in the neoclassical theory of resistivity [2]. In earlier
experiments, before the early 1990’s [3], profile measurements of toroidal current (Ip) density were
unavailable and comparisons of experiment with theory to assess resistivity were based on global
rather than profile measurements. Ohm’s law was used to compare calculations of resistivity with
measured loop voltage or to calculate a value of the effective average ion charge (Zeff) where a direct
measurement of this quantity was unavailable. Such experiments showed, in the PLT device,

inconsistency of calculated resistivity with neoclassical theory [4] and consistency with Spitzer
resistivity [5] whilst the inconsistency with neoclassical theory was also shown in the Doublet III
device [6]. ASDEX produced contradictory results finding consistency with Spitzer resistivity in one
experiment [7] and with neoclassical in another [8]. The FTU team also reported that resistivity
appeared to be closer to Spitzer than neoclassical [9] whilst in Alcator-C-Mod the resistivity was
found to lie in between that predicted by neoclassical and Spitzer [10]. In contrast, experiments on
JIPP T-II [11], JET [12] [13], JT-60 [14], TFTR [15], and Tore-Supra [16] found the resistivity to be
in agreement with neoclassical theory.
Developments in diagnostic capability including measurements based on Li beam [17] or Motional
Stark Effect (MSE) [18] enabled profile measurements of toroidal current density allowing more
detailed tests of plasma resistivity to be made. Using these techniques, on ASDEX [19], TEXT [20],
and PBX-M [21] the resistivity was found to be closer to classical Spitzer although it is noted that
deviations from both Spitzer and neoclassical models were seen. In the conclusion of the review by
Kikuchi and Azumi [3], it is noted that the larger devices JT-60, TFTR and JET show good agreement
with neoclassical theory, also confirming the existence of the neoclassical bootstrap current, but the Ip
profile measurements from the smaller devices ASDEX, TEXT and PBX-M require further
investigation to understand the disagreement with neoclassical theory.
Since the publication of the review summarized above [3], further experiments have taken place
benefitting from the more widespread use of diagnostics such as MSE and far-infrared polarimetry
[18,22] allowing more precise determination of the Ip profile. Experiments in TEXT-Upgrade [23]
showed agreement with Spitzer resistivity in a sawtoothing plasma whilst experiments in DIII-D [24]
showed agreement with neoclassical theory in a neutral-beam heated plasma discharge dominated by
inductively driven current immediately following the plasma Ip ramp-up phase. An investigation by
Batha et al [25] in TFTR comprised tests specifically carried out during perturbations to Ip, in both
ramp-up and ramp-down phases. It was found that neither neoclassical nor Spitzer resistivity models
correctly predicted the evolution of the poloidal field during these phases. Neoclassical theory
generally gave a prediction that was closer to the experimental value than Spitzer in the outer half of
the plasma (though still differing from the experimental result by up to 2 standard deviations) and
both models gave inaccurate predictions in the plasma core. In contrast to this result modelling of
plasmas typically featuring internal transport barriers (ITBs) on JET [26], starting in the latter half of
the Ip ramp but after initial preheating, showed neoclassical resistivity gave a good description of the
current profile evolution throughout the final stage of the Ip ramp and into the main heating phase.
The production of the Improved H-mode (also known as “hybrid mode”) on ASDEX Upgrade [27], in
which the value of the safety-factor (q) remains at or just above 1 in the centre out to r/a ~0.4-0.5, has
presented a further challenge to current diffusion modelling. Initially, it was suspected that corelocalised MHD such as fishbones in ASDEX Upgrade [27], NTMs in the case of DIII-D [28] or an
internal 1/1 kink-mode on JT-60U [29], was responsible for the form of the q-profile and that a
current diffusion simulation could not be expected to reproduce the experimental observations. In
simulations of the DIII-D hybrid mode, a spatially localized hyper-resistive term was included in
Ohm’s law with neoclassical resistivity which allowed current diffusion simulations to reproduce the
experimental observations [30] whereas in JT-60U an enhanced neoclassical resistivity scheme was
proposed [31]. Later studies on ASDEX Upgrade demonstrated that the hybrid mode could be
sustained in MHD-free conditions for several seconds [32] and in which current diffusion codes still
failed to correctly reproduce the observed Ip profile using either Spitzer or neoclassical theory. Instead,
the modelled current penetration was markedly more rapid than experimental measurements
suggested, a phenomenon also observed on JET [33] during the early phase of the Ip ramp-up and

MAST [34] in the latter half of the Ip ramp-up in conditions of no or negligible MHD, and in ASDEX
Upgrade [35] during early Ip ramp-up. In the latter case, it was again argued the presence of fishbones
or NTMs was responsible for current redistribution and the observed disagreement between modelling
and experiment. Agreement with modelling was obtained on JET [36] using a technique to tune
certain plasma parameters within their experimental error to achieve a match of the time at which q 0
reached a value of ~0.7 with the time of the first observed sawtooth crash. In this case, the simulations
were performed with neoclassical resistivity and agreement between simulation and experiment was
shown. In further studies on JET investigating the effect of auxiliary current drive (CD) on advanced
scenarios [37], modelling with neoclassical resistivity was reported to give a very good agreement
between measured and simulated loop voltage in plasmas with RF-CD. In these experiments however,
the simulated q-profile showed some deviation from that inferred from MSE-constrained EFIT [38]
despite the good match with loop-voltage, whilst the discrepancy between simulation and observation
remained in experiments looking specifically at lower-hybrid CD [39].
From consideration of these varied findings it is clear that there are a number of open questions
regarding plasma resistivity in tokamaks. Although, generally, larger hotter devices appear to follow
neoclassical resistivity in near stationary-state, there are still some unexplained instances where this is
not the case. In contrast, many smaller devices appear to lean more towards Spitzer resistivity though
there are documented cases where neoclassical is the better description. In Ip ramp experiments, there
are likewise cases that appear to agree with neoclassical theory and also cases where this is not a good
description. The hybrid-mode of operation adds to the list of case-studies in that it is not well
explained by either neoclassical or Spitzer resistivity but rather that the total resistivity is larger than
either of these theories predicts. In this mode of operation in, for example, ASDEX Upgrade and JET
MHD such as n=1 fishbones are often excited and may be accounted for in subsequent modelling by
appropriate modifications to Ohm’s law. However, there are also cases of MHD-free hybrid-mode
plasmas where such modification is not applicable.
Furthering understanding of current diffusion in plasmas is therefore an important area of tokamak
research in order to effectively analyse present experiments and improve reliability of predictive
capability for future devices such as ITER. This is of particular importance in the Ip ramp-up phase
which is typically used for formation of a particular target q-profile with desired properties for the
plasma scenario under investigation. For example, monotonic q-profiles are typical of the JET
baseline plasma scenario [40], whilst q-profiles in the hybrid mode, although still monotonic, are
flatter in the plasma core region [41]. The latter relies on appropriate modification of the current
diffusion within the first few seconds of the plasma discharge to arrive at the correct q-profile at the
time the main heating power is applied.
In this paper, analysis of experiments carried out on the JET and MAST tokamaks is presented.
Together with new results, an extended analysis of carbon-wall JET plasmas reported in [33] and
further analysis of MAST plasmas reported in [34] is included. The organisation of this paper is as
follows: in section 2 a description of the experiments and interpretive analysis carried out on both
devices is presented followed, in section 3, by comparisons of calculated and inferred resistivity
profiles. A discussion of these results is presented in section 4 with final conclusions.
2. Experiments
Various techniques may be used to control the current diffusion during the early phase of a tokamak
discharge such as Ip ramp-rate modification or auxiliary heating and current-drive. Such techniques,
though useful, present a certain challenge to modelling so most of the experiments included in this

investigation were designed to test modelling under the simplest possible conditions: L-mode plasma
with no auxiliary heating, static plasma shape and in the experiments examining constant Ip ramps, the
ramp-rate was kept constant. Experiments from the two tokamaks JET and MAST are presented.
Being able to carry out similar experiments on machines with very different size, aspect ratio and
toroidal field strength provides an interesting comparison as it allows a test of the theory over a wide
range of parameter space in terms of length scale, collisionality and trapped particle fraction which is
enhanced on the spherical tokamak compared with conventional aspect ratio.
A plasma with no additional heating has the advantages that no fast-ion (FI) population will be
present, eliminating uncertainties due to classical and non-classical FI transport and FI induced MHD
and also minimising the magnitude of neoclassical bootstrap current. However, the requirement for
neutral-beam injection to provide a source for MSE measurements means NBI injection at some point
is necessary. To obtain MSE measurements during an ohmic-heating phase, it is necessary to ensure
that any neutral beam injection is as non-perturbative as possible such that the measurement still
accurately represents the evolution of the plasma with only ohmic-heating.
2.1. JET experiments
2.1.1. Re-analysis of Ip ramp experiment
A typical JET plasma has a very rapid current rise phase immediately after breakdown to about
400kA toroidal current. During this phase the plasma is expanded to a volume which is then generally
kept static for the rest of the Ip ramp to flat-top. The rest of the Ip ramp then proceeds at a preprogrammed current rise rate of about 0.2-0.4 MA/s until the flat-top level is reached (in the range
1.0-3.5MA) several seconds after breakdown. For the current-ramp experiment performed for the
study in [33], the current ramp rate was approximately 0.4 MA/s, this being typical of a hybrid-mode
plasma.
To provide an experimental measurement of the q-profile, it is necessary to fire a single neutral beam
to provide the source for MSE measurements. Due to the very low density levels early in the Ip ramp,
there is a limitation on the duration for which the NBI can be applied: 0.5s, in order to prevent any
damage to the torus inner wall from excessive shine-through heat loading. The timing of the
measurement was chosen to be as early in the discharge as possible to test the most extreme
conditions of the current ramp whilst the plasma is at low temperatures and the current diffusion
should be fastest. In the plasma scenario used in this investigation, executed during the final carbonwall campaign before installation of the Iter-like wall, the plasma shape transitioned to a diverted
configuration soon after the initial rapid current rise phase at t=41.3s and maintained the same shape
for the rest of the current ramp. The MSE measurements were taken immediately after the transition
to the diverted configuration in the period 41.4 to 41.9s. Time-traces of the principal plasma
parameters are shown in figure 1 including the NBI power defining the period for the interpretive
simulations.
As discussed previously and shown in figure 1 the plasma scenario is kept as simple as possible: a
moderate Ip ramp rate of 0.38 MA/s, 2.6T toroidal field which reaches a steady value before the
plasma breakdown and no auxiliary heating or current drive was applied. The plasma shape was
maintained as static as possible to remove any effects potentially introduced by plasma shaping
changes. Similarly, the plasma density was ramped up steadily with no large discontinuities, which
again simplifies the case for modelling without strong effects from e.g. sudden large influxes of
neutrals which could produce sudden cooling of the plasma edge. During the time of interest, the fast-

ion (FI) population from the single neutral beam required for MSE measurements represents
approximately half of the total plasma pressure in the plasma core (as calculated by
TRANSP/NUBEAM) with the ratio 𝑃𝐹𝐼 ⁄𝑃𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚. falling approximately linearly with radius to ~0 at the
plasma edge. For this equilibrium, this fast-ion pressure is insufficient to drive any MHD that may
affect the result, as seen from the raw Mirnov coil signal and from the processed MHD activity
monitors for n=1 and n=2 modes, which show no activity in the period during which the NBI was
switched on. The effect on the plasma of this beam can therefore be considered largely nonperturbative from the point of view of current diffusion modelling (i.e. minimal plasma heating and
non-inductive current drive, no FI-induced MHD), although the fast-particle population is fully
accounted for in the simulations.
Interpretive simulations of the current ramp phase were subsequently carried out with the TRANSP
code [42]. Electron temperature and density profiles were provided by a high-resolution Thomson
Scattering system, Zeff was determined from visible Bremsstrahlung measurements and ion
temperature was assumed equal to electron temperature whilst the plasma boundary was determined
from EFIT constrained by magnetics measurements. An important quantity in these simulations is the
assumed initial condition for the q-profile. In the experiments described, the initial condition is taken
from EFIT constrained by the MSE measurements along with magnetic and kinetic data for t=41.5s,
i.e. as soon as the neutral beam switches on. Thus, the initial condition can be considered a realistic
representation and is detailed in figures 2a and b. In figure 2a, the MSE measurements are shown
together with their experimental errors. The MSE diagnostic measures the internal magnetic-field
pitch angle 𝛾(𝑟) = 𝑡𝑎𝑛−1 [𝐵𝑝 (𝑟)⁄𝐵𝑇 (𝑟)] where BT is the toroidal magnetic field and Bp is the poloidal
field [18]. In figure 2 and other figures later in this article, the pitch angle measurements are shown
from a number of lines-of-sight through the plasma. Points with line-of-sight tangency radii R>3.55m
have been flagged as “invalid” data by the MSE post-processing software for reasons such as
excessive signal contamination from other sources of light. EFIT uses the valid MSE data as one of
the input constraints (along with other constraints such as magnetics and kinetic pressure profiles) and
outputs the equivalent MSE signal once the equilibrium solution has converged to within set
tolerances, these points are shown as blue diamond markers in figure 2a. These points are clearly a
good match at most radii with a small discrepancy for radii in the range 3.1m<R<3.3m. The MSE
pitch angle is related to the safety factor, in the cylindrical limit, 𝑞(𝑟) = 𝑟⁄𝑅 𝑡𝑎𝑛[𝛾(𝑟)]. The qprofile resulting from the MSE-constrained EFIT, used as the initial condition for the TRANSP
poloidal field diffusion (PFD) calculation, is shown in figure 2b.
The synthetic MSE data was also obtained from the TRANSP simulations which allow direct
comparison with the measurement. The specification of the MSE diagnostic is via a set of geometrical
coefficients for each line-of-sight of the diagnostic with respect to the injection geometry of the
neutral beam. The TRANSP simulation was carried out three times with different settings to
investigate the effects on the calculation of current diffusion. In the initial simulation, the current
diffusion is not calculated, the plasma current profile is constrained to match the supplied q-profile
determined from MSE-constrained EFIT. This simulation is executed to benchmark the synthetic
MSE diagnostic in TRANSP against the equivalent synthetic signal in EFIT. In figure 2a, this output
is shown by purple crosses and, as expected, is seen to match the EFIT simulated MSE points with a
high degree of precision. The good match between the simulated MSE points lends confidence that
this q-profile represents a good initial condition. Similarly, at the end of the simulation period, the
synthetic MSE data from this TRANSP simulation is still seen to match both the experimental data
and the MSE constrained EFIT, as detailed in figure 2c.

The other two TRANSP simulations represent different assumptions for resistivity. The first of these
was executed assuming neo-classical resistivity calculated by NCLASS [43]. The second simulation
uses Spitzer resistivity with Zeff=1.0. Spitzer resistivity is applicable in plasmas in the absence of
magnetic fields and contains no correction for trapped particles, it is therefore quite an extreme
departure from the expected neoclassical resistivity paradigm. This change effectively decreases the
resistivity used in the PFD calculation which tends to slow the rate of current diffusion. Similarly,
setting Zeff=1.0 effectively tests the maximum possible departure from the measured Zeff that would
decrease the resistivity used in the PFD calculation (𝜂𝑒𝑓𝑓 ∼ 𝜂. 𝑍𝑒𝑓𝑓 ). The combination of these two
changes represents the most extreme plausible departure from the expected resistivity to test how
extreme an adjustment is necessary in order to match the current diffusion as determined by the MSE
measurements.
The results are shown in figures 2c and d. These show that the current diffusion calculated with
neoclassical resistivity and experimentally measured Zeff rapidly diverges from the measurements as
seen in the q-profile in figure 2d and more directly by the MSE comparison in figure 2c. This
simulation shows a significant discrepancy for all radii greater than 3.1m by as much as 2-3 times the
magnitude of the experimental error. It is found, however, that reasonable agreement between
simulation and measurement is possible by using the combination of Spitzer resistivity with Zeff=1.0
in the simulation. This is shown particularly in figure 2c by the good match between the MSE
measurements with the TRANSP simulated data with Spitzer resistivity (green squares) and the
TRANSP simulation constrained to the EFIT q-profile (blue diamonds). The q-profiles do show some
discrepancy at radii R<3.2m but the match of MSE points at all radii and of the q-profiles at R>3.2m
is seen to be very good in this case. The mismatch in q-profiles for R< 3.2m is attributed to the small
plasma volume close to the magnetic axis (TRANSP Raxis=2.95m at t=41.9s) and correspondingly
large uncertainty in current density in this region. There is also a small difference in Shafranov shift
of the NCLASS simulation compared to the Spitzer simulation and the simulation with fixed q-profile.
The maximum difference in Shafranov shift between the various TRANSP runs is 5mm at the plasma
magnetic axis, reducing as radius increases to a negligible level for R>3.2m. In a previous study of
current diffusion in TFTR [25] it was found that TRANSP predicted a magnetic axis position that
disagreed with the position of the peak in Te profile by 4-5cm. It was further suggested that a shift of
this magnitude in the prediction of the current profile evolution would cause the prediction to match
the experimental data. In the experiment presented here this assertion cannot be made since, early on
in the Ip ramp, the temperature profile can be very flat or even hollow so the position of the magnetic
axis cannot be easily determined by observation of the Te profile. Looking at the position of the
magnetic axis calculated by MSE constrained EFIT and comparing this with the position calculated
by TRANSP shows a mismatch of ~3cm. However, the magnetic axis position calculated by
TRANSP is similar for all three TRANSP simulations and the mismatch in position between
TRANSP and EFIT is constant throughout the time evolution of the simulations. Therefore, it is not
thought that errors in calculating the position of the magnetic axis are the source of the discrepancy in
this case. It is further noted that it is not thought that changing the value of Zeff combined with using
Spitzer classical resistivity genuinely reflect the physics of the plasma being modelled in this case (for
instance, the carbon content of the plasma is certainly non-zero and the resultant Zeff is substantially
larger than 1.0, even allowing for measurement error) but rather is a convenient way to illustrate the
magnitude of the observed discrepancy between modelling and experiment.
2.1.2. JET stationary-state experiment

As a comparison to the early Ip ramp experiment, a stationary-state plasma was selected for similar
analysis to determine whether such a discrepancy is seen when the plasma current profile is in a fully
relaxed state. Time traces of principal quantities of the selected plasma discharge are shown in figure
3. This pulse was designed as part of a series investigating the hybrid mode and was intended to run
for as long as possible in H-mode to allow the current profile to fully relax. As can be seen in the
second panel of figure 3, the 10MW of NBI heating applied was split into two sections, each section
supplied by a separate beamline allowing the H-mode phase duration to be twice as long as the pulselength limit of each individual beamline. Since only one NBI injector line-of-sight is viewed by the
MSE diagnostic, MSE measurements are only obtained during the half of the heated phase during
which the appropriate injector is switched on. For this reason, the pulse was repeated with the order of
the beamlines swapped and the MSE measurements from the two pulses were considered to be
representative of both plasmas. Examination of principal measurements from the two pulses indicates
that they were essentially identical.
The MHD activity in these pulses indicates that initially large sawteeth gradually reduce in amplitude
and cease at around 51.5s as the current profile relaxes. The pre-NBI current relaxation timescale in
these plasmas was estimated to be ~0.9s [44]. The presence of sawteeth was therefore not accounted
for in the current diffusion modelling since it can be expected that there would be no residual effect
on the current profile after several current diffusion times due to their presence earlier in the pulse.
The results of the modelling are shown in figure 4. At the start of the simulation, as in the current
ramp experiment, the q-profiles as shown in figure 4b are seen to be in good agreement with that
obtained from MSE-constrained EFIT. Likewise, the associated synthetic MSE data, shown in figure
4a, from EFIT and the TRANSP simulations are also in good agreement with the experimental
measurements. The TRANSP simulations were run as before, allowing the current profile to evolve
according to the poloidal field diffusion equation (PFDE) from the start time, 44.5s, just after the main
heating was switched on. The profiles were then re-examined at a much later time just before the main
heating is switched off at 58.5s when the current profile can be considered to be fully relaxed and any
residual effect on the current distribution from the effect of the sawteeth earlier in the pulse will have
dissipated. The q-profiles at the later time are shown in figure 4d and associated MSE data in figure
4c. The simulation with best agreement to the EFIT generated q-profile is the one using NCLASS
neoclassical resistivity which shows qmin~1. This is a reasonable value given the observation that no
sawteeth were present at this time. The simulation with Spitzer resistivity produces a disagreement in
the core (R<3.4m) where the modelled value of q was higher than that from MSE-constrained EFIT.
Interestingly, a disagreement of this simulation at larger radius (3.5m<R<3.7m) coincides with the
simulation in which the q-profile is set to match that produced by MSE-constrained EFIT. In both of
these cases, the Shafranov shift was slightly different to that seen in the NCLASS case by ~7mm in
the centre with the difference reducing towards larger radii out to R=3.5m. This is assumed to be the
reason for the synthetic MSE data agreeing with measurements in all 4 cases whilst the q-profiles
themselves differ slightly. As mentioned in the previous section, it is not thought that this small
discrepancy in the Shafranov shift is responsible for the discrepancy in q-profile and MSE profile in
the Ip ramp-case.
2.2. MAST Experiments
For the experiments on MAST, a different approach had to be taken as regards firing the neutral beam
to obtain MSE measurements. With a comparatively small plasma volume, any NB injection on
MAST produces a significant fast-ion density with respect to the thermal plasma so the neutral beam
could not be considered non-perturbative to the plasma for any significant period of time. Therefore,

any measurements taken after the first few milliseconds of beam-on time cannot be considered
representative of the ohmically heated plasma.
In the initial set of experiments it was decided that the good repeatability of MAST plasmas would be
exploited to perform a series of plasma pulses which were identical except for the start time of the
NBI heating. In each shot, the MSE measurements taken in the first 2ms after the beam was switched
on were considered representative of the ohmically heated plasma up to that point. This assumption is
valid as the MSE diagnostic takes measurements on a much faster timescale than the slowing down
time of the NB fast-ions in the plasma, typically 10 to 15 ms during the Ip ramp-up phase, hence the
measurement is taken before the FI population is established and before the beam has heated the
plasma significantly. A sequence of plasma pulses was thus executed with different NBI start times
providing a series of “snapshots” of the MSE profile of otherwise identical plasmas. The profiles
recorded could then be compared with modelling of a final repeat of the same plasma in which no
NBI was applied.
2.2.1. MAST Ip ramp-up
The plasma scenario chosen for the Ip ramp-up investigation was one of the eight standard scenarios
developed for MAST experiments and therefore represented a commonly used plasma scenario. This
consisted of an Ip ramp to 800kA flat-top at full field (BT=0.58T) and moderate density as shown in
figure 5. The neutral beam waveforms from the shots making up the scan are shown in the second
panel of figure 5, the start time of each indicating each MSE “snapshot”; a total of 6 useful MSE
“snapshots” were taken concentrating on the latter half of the Ip ramp-up and the Ip flat-top. The
TRANSP code was once again used to model the current diffusion, using the q-profile from MSEconstrained EFIT as an initial condition for the PFDE calculation. In these simulations, the Sauter
neoclassical formulation [45,46] was used as this had previously been shown to give marginally better
agreement than NCLASS when assessing stationary-state ohmic plasmas on MAST [47]. The analysis
period was defined by observing the MHD signals from the shots in the scan and selecting a start time
after which no significant MHD is measured. The end time of the analysis period is similarly defined
as being just before an MHD event is observed, after which that the current distribution in the plasma
can no longer be considered to be governed by the simple diffusive process modelled. The bottom
panel in figure 5 displays the signal from one of the Mirnov coils illustrating the absence of
significant MHD during the analysis period: 75ms – 252ms. The required input data for the TRANSP
simulation were taken from standard MAST data from the shot with no neutral beam heating during
the analysis period (MAST pulse 24433). The principal data (Ip, temperature and density profiles etc.)
from all other shots were compared to this and were found to be virtually indistinguishable up to the
time in each shot when the NBI was switched on. The data from the NBI-free shot was pre-processed
to ensure self-consistency in mapping to a common radial co-ordinate and the TRANSP simulation
run, starting from the initial condition at 75ms, evolving the q-profile forwards in time by solving the
PFDE. The simulated q-profile may then be compared with MSE-constrained EFIT at the times of
later MSE snapshots and the simulated MSE profile may be directly compared with the measurements
at these later times.
The results comparing simulation and experiment are shown in figures 6 and 7. Examination of the
results in figure 6 shows that the simulated q-profile rapidly diverges from that produced by MSEconstrained EFIT, with much lower values of q in the core of the plasma than shown in the EFIT
analysis. This situation, with lower q in the plasma core persists until the end of the analysis period.
The lower q in the simulations corresponds to a more rapid inward diffusion of current density in the
simulation than implied from the EFIT analysis. Comparisons of the profiles of measured and

simulated MSE data are shown in figure 7 along with the q-profiles at these times. Three sets of data
are included in each axis corresponding to the experimental MSE data, a TRANSP run in which the qprofile was constrained to match the EFIT q-profile, and the TRANSP run evolved using the PFDE.
On the left-hand side, it is seen that both simulation runs match the MSE data well at the initiation of
the run at 75ms (figure 7a) and the q-profiles from the two TRANSP simulations also match the EFIT
q-profile well (figure 7c). By the end of the run at 252ms, the simulated MSE of the PFDE run has
diverged from the measurements such that it is well outside the range of the MSE measurement errors.
Similarly, the q-profile does not match the EFIT q-profile, whilst the TRANSP run constrained by the
EFIT q-profile does still match (and, indeed, the simulated MSE from this run matches the
measurements) indicating that the mismatch in the PFDE run is unlikely to be attributable to any
faults with the equilibrium solution produced by TRANSP. This is a similar result to that seen in the
JET ramp-up experiment detailed in section 2.1.1.
2.2.2. Ip ramp-down
The second MAST experiment was designed to test whether a similar discrepancy is seen when
plasma current is ramped down from an initial flat-top. In this experiment, Ip was first ramped up to
600kA, maintained at this level for 30ms before ramping down to 400kA and remaining at this level
for several hundred milliseconds as illustrated in figure 8. The lower values of Ip used in this
experiment were a compromise between the requirement to ramp to high enough current for an
effective experiment and the available total flux swing of the central solenoid to produce a pulse of
sufficient duration to perform the experiment. Eight repeats of this plasma were carried out resulting
in eight MSE snapshots, starting during the first Ip flat-top and examining the Ip ramp-down and the
second Ip flat-top as shown in the second panel of figure 8. The start-time of the analysis period in this
experiment was defined by the start of the first Ip flat-top. The end time for the analysis was again
defined by first significant MHD event which would perturb the current distribution, however, the
discussion below concentrates on the period where Ip is ramping down and the initial part of the
second flat-top phase immediately after the ramp-down.
The same analysis procedure was applied, using a q-profile from MSE-constrained EFIT as the initial
condition for the TRANSP simulations starting at 155ms. Results are shown in figures 9 and 10. Once
again it can be seen in figure 9 that the q-profile in the PFDE simulation rapidly diverges from that
produced by the MSE-constrained EFIT i.e. the simulation overestimates the rate at which current
diffuses suggesting that the effective resistivity is lower than the expected value. Interestingly, the
value of q at the half-radius in the PFDE simulation (figure 9c) follows the EFIT-q rather well during
the ramp-down compared with the ramp-up experiment in which the q-value in the centre and at the
half radius fell faster in the PFDE simulation. In contrast the value of q at the centre falls more rapidly
in the plasma centre in the PFDE simulation. In this simulation, q0 drops below 1 at about 200ms,
reaching 0.7 at around 225ms which is certainly low enough to expect to observe sawteeth. Since no
sawteeth were observed, it is expected that qmin did not drop below 1 for the entirety of the analysis
period shown. The simulated MSE data shown in figure 10 a and c again shows that from the initial
condition where the simulation is in good agreement with the measurements, the simulation rapidly
diverges away to a point where the simulated MSE data is well outside of the error range of the
experimental data. As before, the synthetic MSE data from the simulation with constrained q-profile
is still in good agreement with the measurements whilst the discrepancy in Shafranov shift between
these simulations is <10mm at the magnetic axis by the end of the simulation period, indicating that
the disagreement in the PFDE simulation is unlikely to be due to a fault with the equilibrium solutions
found by TRANSP.

The match between TRANSP and EFIT in q0.5 for the first ~100ms of the simulation, shown in figure
9c, appears on examination of the current profiles to be a fortuitous choice of radius rather than
because the current diffusion is being modelled correctly. In the MSE-constrained EFIT, the current
density at the centre continues to rise until around 250ms when the effects of the current ramp-down
cause the current density on axis to fall and diffuse outwards, raising the current density off-axis to a
value higher than would be expected for a simple monotonic Ip ramp followed by a flat-top. In the
TRANSP PFDE simulation the current density diffuses inwards from all radii throughout this period
leading to a highly-peaked profile at 315ms. It appears that, at the half-radius, the current density seen
in EFIT due to the inward-outward diffusion approximately matches the current density due to the
monotonic inward diffusion in the TRANSP PFDE simulation, giving the agreement in the value of q
at this radius seen in figure 9c until around 250ms. It is clear though that, after this time, the TRANSP
PFDE simulation is not a good representation of the current density at this radius, a conclusion
corroborated by the mismatch between synthetic and measured MSE data shown at the later time in
figure 10c. It is therefore concluded that the TRANSP PFDE simulation with neoclassical resistivity
does not accurately follow the evolution of the toroidal current profile observed in the experiment
during the Ip ramp-down, in agreement with the current ramp-up result in the previous section.
2.2.3. MAST stationary state.
The results presented in the previous sections suggest an issue with modelling current diffusion during
dynamic phases where the plasma current is ramped up or down. The JET stationary-state experiment
further suggested that modelling of the fully relaxed current profile produces a result well matched to
experimental measurements. An experiment to test modelling of a fully-relaxed current profile on
MAST was therefore motivated, in particular to provide confidence that modelling of expected
current profiles in future devices such as MAST-U [48] is valid.
Reaching a stationary-state plasma is not possible in high Ip MAST plasmas as the limitations of the
hardware mean that the pulse cannot run for sufficient duration for the current profile to reach a fully
relaxed state. It was therefore decided that a lower current, Ip=400kA, ohmically heated plasma would
be used as this would offer a sufficiently long Ip flat-top to reach a stationary-state which could be
maintained for sufficient time for the current profile to fully relax. It is necessary to maintain
stationary-state for several current-diffusion times to ensure that a simulation in which the current
profile diverges from measurements during the dynamic phase is able to continue to evolve the
current profile for sufficient time that it may converge with the experimentally determined current
profile at later times. The experiment was run twice, once at low density and again at high density
allowing a comparison to be made between similar plasmas with varying collisionality and
temperature. Due to constraints on available machine time, a newly commissioned function of the
MAST NBI system [49] was utilised which allowed four short beam “blips” to be fired with starttimes and duration that could be specified to within +/- 1ms. Obviously it is desirable that such blips,
intended for diagnostic measurements only, be kept as short as possible so as to perturb the plasma as
little as possible. The MSE system operated at 100 Hz and required 5ms integration time to produce a
useable signal. Since the absolute timing of the MSE system could not be arbitrarily specified (i.e. it
could not be synchronised with the beam blips) it was decided that the beam blips needed to be 11ms
duration to guarantee an MSE measurement within the beam-on time window. The beam slowingdown time in the target plasma scenario was calculated to be of the order of 15ms so the beam blips
were still shorter than the time required to build up a full F.I. distribution. Whilst it is recognised that
a beam-on time of duration close to that of the beam slowing-down time is likely to result in a small
but noticeable level of heating, it was felt that this represented a reasonable compromise in order to be
able to execute the experiment and take meaningful data. In the low-density plasmas, EFIT shows

plasma stored energy of ~13kJ, rising to ~20kJ with each beam blip and decaying back to the preinjection level on a beam slowing down timescale. In the high-density plasmas, EFIT shows plasma
stored energy of ~16kJ rising to ~22kJ with each beam blip and decaying on a beam slowing down
timescale. Each of the high and low density plasmas was repeated once with the beam-blips at
different times so that, again utilising the repeatability of MAST plasmas, a total of 8 MSE
measurements-per-scenario were obtained, with the first measurement soon after the start of the Ip
flat-top and the rest regularly spaced for the several hundred milliseconds of the flat-top duration. The
experiments and timing of the beam blips and associated MSE measurements are illustrated in figure
11.
The analysis of this experiment was conducted similarly to that already described in the preceding
sections using the TRANSP code. A slight difference in this case was that the NUBEAM module was
employed within the TRANSP simulation to account for the small amount of heating and possible
low-level of neutral-beam current-drive that may result. This was necessary in this case as the
TRANSP analysis continued after each NBI blip so it was important to account for this small effect on
the plasma. In the previous experiments, by contrast, a purely ohmic plasma was run for the full timedependent analysis and the NBI heated shots were only used to supply the single time-point MSE data.
The results of the analysis are shown in figure 12.
Firstly, it is clear that a successful simulation must incorporate some model for the regular n=1
sawteeth that occur from 250ms onwards in the low-density scenario and from 200ms onwards in the
high-density scenario. Without such a model in place to redistribute the core current, a central value
of q well below 1 would result with a q=1 radius much larger than would be expected in the real
plasma. For the simulations presented, the Kadomtsev reconnection model was employed with a
sawtooth frequency of 100Hz in the low-density experiment and 150Hz in the high-density
experiment, determined by observation of the MHD signal from the experiment. Figure 12b shows
that, from the simulation start time at 155ms, the simulated value of q0 drops to q=1 faster than in the
real plasma reaching q=1 at t=165ms in the low-density case and at t=185ms in the high-density case.
In the experiments, by contrast, the appearance of the first sawtooth in each case, at the later times
stated previously, is indicated by an inversion in the soft X-ray signals and by a discontinuity in the
line-integrated density signal. This observation, of faster modelled inward current diffusion than
observed in the experiment, is generally in agreement with the results shown in the previous sections
as, in this phase of the plasma evolution, the current profile is still in the process of evolving towards
a relaxed state. Analysis of the soft X-ray signals indicate that the inversion radius of the sawteeth
occurs at approximately ~0.35 (where  is normalized poloidal flux).
Examination of the evolution of q at the axis and the half-radius in figure 12b-c, e-f shows that
approximately 100ms after the appearance of the first sawtooth, the plasma has evolved close enough
to a stationary state that the simulated q-profile is largely in agreement with that derived from MSEconstrained EFIT. This is further confirmed by the match, to within experimental errors, of the
simulated and measured MSE and q-profiles shown in figures 13c-d and 14c-d. Since the current
distribution in the core of these plasmas inside the radius <0.35 is strongly affected by sawteeth, any
match between simulation and experiment in this region only confirms that the MHD model used for
current redistribution is appropriate. Outside this region however, the current profile should still be
expected to result from current diffusion with an appropriate resistivity model. The match of the MSE
data with the simulation at the advanced times when the current profile outside >0.35 should be fully
relaxed confirms that the neoclassical resistivity model is a good description of the plasma outside the
region affected by the sawteeth in the stationary state. It is noted that a small discrepancy exists in the

high-density data for radii R>1.25m though the simulation result is still in much better agreement than
the equivalent dynamic experiments shown in previous sections.
This result provides confidence that simulations of the current profile of stationary-state plasmas can
be considered reliable but that the timescale to reach that stationary-state (at least in terms of the
simulated current profile relaxation) could be significantly longer than the dynamic phase of a
simulation would otherwise suggest.
3. Resistivity comparisons
In the previous sections simulation results from the TRANSP code have been presented detailing the
current diffusion calculations carried out within the code using the neoclassical resistivity model, and
in the JET experiments, additionally with the classical Spitzer formulation. In this section, the
resistivity profiles themselves will be examined in more detail. When the TRANSP code is run in the
mode in which a match to the supplied q-profile is required, a convenient output is the inferred
resistivity. That is, assuming a reliable q-profile is supplied to the code such as that produced by MSE
constrained EFIT, the inferred resistivity profile is then that which would be required for the PFDE to
reproduce the experimentally observed current diffusion. This profile may then be compared to those
calculated using the classical and neoclassical formulations. In order to validate the resistivity model
in TRANSP, the resistivity profiles of the JET and MAST Ip ramp-up experiments were calculated
using a different code. Performing this calculation independently of the TRANSP environment and
obtaining a similar answer (as will be shown) provides an important check that there are no errors
associated with the calculation. Having recently installed the NEO code [50] at Culham, this was
selected to carry out the comparison of the resistivity calculation. A time-dependent version of NEO
was not yet available at the time of this study so the comparison between NEO and TRANSP focussed
on the calculation of the resistivity profile at a particular time. Finally, a technique for calculating
inferred resistivity directly from EFIT equilibria was employed to validate the TRANSP inferred
resistivity calculation. This technique, developed by Forest et al [24] will be referred to in the
following discussion as the Forest method.
The JET pulse 79649 was again used for this test at time t=41.6, i.e. the start time of the TRANSP
simulations, with standard input data for density, temperature, Zeff and equilibrium information taken
from EFIT. Two calculations of the resistivity profile were then made with NEO, the first with the
experimental value for Zeff, the second with Zeff=1 to test the sensitivity of the calculation to this
quantity. The Forest method was also employed to produce an estimate of the resistivity profile
directly from EFIT for comparison with the TRANSP inferred resistivity calculation. Similarly, the
MAST ramp-up pulse, 24432, was used to make the comparison between TRANSP and NEO for the
MAST device. Again, two NEO calculations were carried out with experimentally obtained Zeff and
with Zeff=1.0, and the Forest method was used to obtain the inferred resistivity from EFIT. The
resistivity profiles thus calculated are shown in figure 15 along with those taken from the equivalent
TRANSP simulations. The traces taken from TRANSP include the calculation according to the
NCLASS neoclassical model, the calculation according to the Spitzer (classical) model and the
resistivity inferred from the imposition of the particular q-profile as described above.
First, examining figure 15a, it can be seen that there is a good agreement between the resistivity
calculated by NCLASS in TRANSP and that calculated by NEO. The resistivity from the classical
Spitzer formulation is lower than the two neoclassical calculations over most of the profile, as
expected. The resistivity inferred from the TRANSP run including the experimental q-profile
constraint is seen to be significantly lower than the neoclassical and the Spitzer calculations in the

region T>0.45 and appreciably larger at radii T<0.4 (where T is the square root of normalized
toroidal flux). The core of the plasma at small radius represents a small proportion of the total toroidal
plasma current so resistivity calculated or inferred in this region should be expected to be subject to
large error. At larger radii, the departure of the inferred resistivity from either the neoclassical or
Spitzer calculations indicates that the discrepancies so far observed have causes that go beyond the
applicability of either the one model or the other. The Forest method calculation shows a resistivity
value lower even than the TRANSP inferred resistivity in the region T>0.40, at smaller radii, the
Forest method calculated resistivity goes negative, a result that is clearly unphysical. Since TRANSP
calculates an internal equilibrium during execution, it is not surprising that the TRANSP inferred
resistivity and the Forest method calculated resistivity, based on an equilibrium calculated by EFIT,
do not match. The two calculations are consistent, however, in that they both show a resistivity lower
than classical or neoclassical calculations for radii T>0.45. In figure 15b, a similar set of calculations
is presented, this time setting Zeff=1.0 in the TRANSP calculations. The neoclassical calculation from
NEO, the inferred resistivity calculation from TRANSP and the Forest method calculated profile are
the same as in figure 15a for ease of comparison of the TRANSP results. In these simulations it is
observed that changing the Zeff reduces the calculated resistivity so that it is now closer to the inferred
value for both neoclassical and Spitzer for T<0.9. The Spitzer value however is the best match,
agreeing with the results shown in section 2.1.1. It is noted once again that the better match of the
Spitzer-with-Zeff=1.0 simulation does not indicate that it is believed that no impurities are present in
the plasma. Rather, it indicates the extent to which the current diffusion model must be modified,
through the incorporation of additional physics, in order for agreement with experiment to be
achieved.
Similar results from the MAST Ip ramp-up case are presented in figure 15c and d. In figure 15c, the
calculation of neoclassical resistivity from TRANSP and NEO are again in good agreement. In this
case the Spitzer resistivity profile is significantly different to the neoclassical calculations owing to
the larger trapped particle fraction generally present in spherical tokamaks compared to conventional
aspect ratio. As in the results for the JET Ip ramp-up, the inferred resistivity is lower than the Spitzer
calculation and the Forest method calculation is consistent with the TRANSP inferred resistivity at
large radii (T>0.6) though has a value consistent with the neoclassical models at smaller
radii,T<0.25. However, as previously noted, calculation errors should be expected to be larger at
smaller radii. Examination of figure 15d, in which Zeff=1 was imposed in the TRANSP simulations
indicates that even this modification is insufficient to match the inferred resistivity profile. It is
observed that the resistivity goes negative for radii T<0.4 which, again, is clearly unphysical.
The discrepancy between the inferred and calculated resistivity, and the fact that the inferred
resistivity in some cases has a negative value strongly suggests that a purely diffusive model for the
poloidal field evolution is not applicable. Possible explanations include an additional source of
toroidal current, or the neglect of other terms in the generalized induction equation. Concerning the
possibility of a toroidal current source, an obvious candidate would be a runaway electron current.
However, no high-energy X-rays were detected during these experiments, which would be expected in
the presence of runaway electrons, and calculations indicate that the condition specified by Dreicer
[51] for the appearance of a runaway electron beam is not satisfied in these plasmas.
4. Discussion
In the previous sections it has been shown in detail how a common technique used to model the
dynamics of current diffusion in tokamak plasmas does not match the experimental observations of

current diffusion during dynamic phases of the plasma current evolution. Care was taken when
designing the experiments to ensure no significant or measurable MHD was present in the plasmas
analysed which would otherwise invalidate the assumption of the current evolution being due to a
purely diffusive process. It can therefore be stated that the disagreement shown is not thought to be
simply due to MHD activity. Other processes that are not captured in the diffusive model used may be
responsible e.g. strong flows or non-MHD effects such as a neglected Hall term, electron inertia or
pressure gradient effects.
What is particularly interesting is the comparison between JET, a large conventional aspect ratio
device and MAST, a considerably smaller tight-aspect ratio device. In the plasmas examined, there is
some difference in collisionality but, in the tight-aspect ratio device, the particular difference is the
neoclassical trapping fraction which, according to the TRANSP calculations performed, rises to ~70%
at large radius in JET but in MAST is over ~90% at large radius. Even with this difference, and the
effect it has in the neoclassical resistivity calculation, the discrepancy observed in the current
diffusion calculation is similar in the two machines with inward current diffusion proceeding more
rapidly in the simulations than observed in experiment.
In contrast, simulations of stationary-state plasmas indicated that the current diffusion model using
neoclassical resistivity did reproduce the observed current profiles, as confirmed by simulated and
measured MSE. In the MAST plasmas this was in the presence of sawteeth, the effects of which were
modelled using Kadomtsev reconnection, meaning that the current diffusion was only valid at larger
radii, >0.35. In JET the plasma evolved to an MHD-free state and the plasma current profile was
well reproduced by the model using neoclassical resistivity.
The implications of these findings for modelling current evolution in future devices are two-fold. In
the first instance, the stationary-state modelling lends confidence that any stationary-state prediction
can be considered reliable as the tests detailed in this article confirm. In the dynamic phase of the
plasma evolution however, it is possible that predictive simulations of Ip ramp-up in particular may be
calculating current evolution that is more rapid than will be experienced in practise. If the plasma
resistivity is, in general, lower during this phase than assumed from neoclassical resistivity
calculations it implies the possibility that flux consumption of future devices modelled in this way
will actually be lower than calculated during this phase. This suggests that the overall performance of
future devices could be better than that predicted on the basis of diffusive models of current evolution
employing neoclassical resistivity.
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received funding from the Euratom research and training programme 2014-2018 under grant
agreement No 633053 and from the RCUK Energy Programme [grant number EP/P012450/1]. To
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Figure 1: Time traces of principal plasma parameters for JET pulse 79649. Simulations are carried
out during the 400ms NBI phase 41.5-41.9s which is seen to be free from any significant MHD
activity. (N.B. some images in colour in online version only.)

Figure 2: Radial profiles of measured and synthetic MSE data at the start and end of the TRANSP
simulation for JET pulse 79649. a) MSE measurements with error bars at the start of the simulation
period, 41.5s, with simulated MSE data from: EFIT with MSE constraints (blue diamonds); TRANSP
with q-profile required to match EFIT MSE constrained q-profile (purple crosses); TRANSP with qprofile evolved by poloidal field diffusion equation (PFDE) using NCLASS neoclassical resistivity
(red triangles); TRANSP with q-profile evolved by PFDE using Spitzer classical resistivity and Zeff=1
(green squares). b) q-profiles from the various EFIT and TRANSP simulations described above at the
start of the simulation time. c) MSE data, as described for panel a), at the end of the simulation run
time: 41.9s. d) q-profiles from the various EFIT and TRANSP simulations at the end of the simulation
time.

Figure 3: Time traces of principal plasma parameters for JET pulse 77280. Simulations are carried
out during the 16s NBI phase 44-60s. MHD activity, line-integrated density, and plasma stored energy
indicate the plasma reaches a stationary-state from ~53s to the end of the NBI heating phase.

Figure 4: measured and synthetic MSE profiles at the start (a) and end (c) of the simulation period
(44.5-58.5s) and corresponding q-profiles. Full description of traces as in caption to figure 1.

Figure 5: Time traces of principal plasma parameters for MAST pulse 24433 and NBI traces from
subsequent pulses used to supply MSE “snapshots” of identical plasmas at various times. Simulation
is started at 0.075s, half way through the Ip ramp-up phase. The bottom panel indicates that the period
chosen for the simulation 75-252ms does not exhibit any significant MHD.

Figure 6: Simulations results for MAST pulse 24433 using TRANSP PFDE and Sauter neoclassical
resistivity. a) Plasma Ip; b) q at magnetic axis from TRANSP/PFDE simulation (black line) and MSEconstrained EFIT (red spots); c) q at half radius from TRANSP/PFDE simulation (black line) and
MSE-constrained EFIT (red spots).

Figure 7: Radial profiles of measured and synthetic MSE data at the start and end of the TRANSP
simulation for MAST pulse 24433. a) MSE measurements with error bars at the start of the simulation
period, 75ms, with simulated MSE data from: TRANSP with q-profile required to match EFIT MSE
constrained q-profile (purple crosses); TRANSP with q-profile evolved by poloidal field diffusion
equation (PFDE) using Sauter neoclassical resistivity (red triangles). b) q-profiles from MSEconstrained EFIT and the TRANSP simulations described above at the start of the simulation period.
c) MSE data, as described for panel a), at the end of the simulation run time: 252ms. d) q-profiles
from MSE-constrained EFIT and the TRANSP simulations at the end of the simulation time.

Figure 8: Time traces of principal plasma parameters for MAST pulse 26447 and NBI traces from
subsequent pulses used to supply MSE “snapshots” of identical plasmas at various times. Simulation
is started at 0.150s, at the start of the initial Ip flat-top phase. The bottom panel indicates that the
period chosen for the simulation 150-450ms does not exhibit any significant MHD.

Figure 9: Simulations results for MAST pulse 26447 using TRANSP PFDE and Sauter neoclassical
resistivity. a) Plasma Ip; b) q at magnetic axis from TRANSP/PFDE simulation (black line) and MSEconstrained EFIT (red spots); c) q at half radius from TRANSP/PFDE simulation (black line) and
MSE-constrained EFIT (red spots).

Figure 10: Radial profiles of measured and synthetic MSE data at the start and end of the TRANSP
simulation for MAST pulse 26447. Details are as described in caption to figure 7.

Figure 11: Principal profiles from the low density (30053, 30054, top) and high density (30055,
30057, bottom) stationary state test shots on MAST.

Figure 12: Simulations results for MAST pulses 30053 (low density) and 30055 (high density) using
TRANSP PFDE and Sauter neoclassical resistivity. a) Plasma Ip; b) q at magnetic axis from
TRANSP/PFDE simulation (black line) and MSE-constrained EFIT (red spots); c) q at half radius
from TRANSP/PFDE simulation (black line) and MSE-constrained EFIT (red spots). d)-f) Same data
for high density pulse.

Figure 13: Radial profiles of measured and synthetic MSE data at the start and end of the TRANSP
simulation for MAST pulse 30053. Details are as described in caption to figure 7.

Figure 14: Radial profiles of measured and synthetic MSE data at the start and end of the TRANSP
simulation for MAST pulse 30055. Details are as described in caption to figure 7.

Figure 15: Resistivity profiles from NEO and TRANSP for JET pulse 79649 (a and c) and MAST
pulse 24432 (b and d).

